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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a system for planning and scheduling science observations for fleets of Earth observing satellites.
Input requests for imaging time on an Earth observing satellite are specified in terms of the type of data desired, the
location to be observed, and an objective priority of satisfying the request. The problem is to find a sequence of start times
for observations and supporting activities such as instrument slewing and enforcement of instrument thermal duty cycles,
that satisfy a set of temporal and resource constraints describing the physical operation of the spacecraft. We assume that
there are more requests that can possibly be serviced over a given scheduling window, and that images may vary in their
scientific utility, leading to an optmization problem. This paper presents an approach to solve this problem employing a
formal declarative model of the problem, stochastic sampling methods to find plans, and special purpose heuristics based
on a generalized contention measure.

1 INTRODUCTION

NASA’s growing fleet of Earth Observing Satellites (EOSs)
employ advanced sensing technology to assist scientists in
the fields of meteorology, oceanography, biology, geology,
and atmospheric science to better understand the complex
interactions among Earth’s lands, oceans, and atmosphere.
Currently, science activities on different satellites, or on
different instruments on the same satellite are scheduled
independently of one another, requiring the manual coordi-
nation of observations by communicating teams of mission
planners.

As the number of EOSs and demand for observation time
on them increase, it will no longer be viable to manually
plan coordinated science activities. A more realistic vision
for science observation management is to allow customers
of the data (the scientists themselves) to request data prod-
ucts from a centralized EOS science observation manage-
ment system instead of directly from an individual satellite
or mission. Automated techniques will assist in the process
of determining the resources that are involved in collecting
data, storing the data temporarily on board satellites, and
transmitting the data back to Earth. This will enable more
efficient management of the fleet of satellites as well as the
communication resources that support them.

Previously reported work on EOS scheduling problems in-
cludes both theoretical investigations using abstract mod-
els, as well as operational schedulers for ongoing EOS�
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missions. Very few approaches consider multiple satel-
lites or the coordination of observations. The theoretical
studies on managing a single satellite usually involve sim-
plified models of the satellite. For example, Lemâitre et al.
(Lemâitre et al., 2000), Pembert on (Pemberton, 2000) and
Wolfe and Sorensen (Wolfe and Sorensen, 2000) do not
discuss on-board data storage or communications system
management.

There are several operational systems for ongoing EOS
missions. The ASTER scheduler described in (Muraoka et
al., 1998) and the Landsat 7 scheduler (Potter and Gasch,
1998) are two examples. These schedulers have quite de-
tailed models of the satellites and the communications en-
vironment. However, they do suffer from some limitations,
which are discussed in (Frank et al., 2001).

Many of the search algorithms described in the literature
are incomplete algorithms. The primary reason for focus-
ing on such algorithms is that, even for small numbers of
satellites, the problems are large enough that solving them
optimally is impractical. The usual approach is to greedily
select the next highest priority request to try and schedule,
and reject it if there is nowhere for it to go. The ASTER
scheduler (Muraoka et al., 1998) works exactly this way, as
does an approach described by Wolfe and Sorensen (Wolfe
and Sorensen, 2000).

In Frank et. al. (Frank et al., 2001), an automated ap-
proach for science observation management for multiple
satellites based on constraint-based interval planning was



proposed. The current paper summarizes results obtained
using this approach, and discusses extensions and refine-
ments that have emerged from the results of experiments
undertaken using the approach. Specifically, the remainder
of this paper is structured as follows:

� The satellite instrument and resource model used by
the system for science observation planning is described
in section 2;� A two-phased search technique for generating high
quality observation schedules based on the objective
of maximizing the number of high-priority requests
scheduled, which combines stochastic greedy schedul-
ing with constraint-based planning is discussed in sec-
tion 3; and� The heuristic used in the greedy scheduling phase,
which selects both the observations, and the times for
them based on the contention for time and other satel-
lite resources is summarized section 4.

2 MODELING THE EOS SCIENCE
OBSERVATION SCHEDULING PROBLEM

An EOS observation scheduling problem consists of a set
of satellites, each in a particular orbit around the earth,
and each with heterogeneous capabilities involving a suite
of instruments and resources for downlinking data. Some
satellites will have pointable instruments, providing increased
flexibility in the locations they can observe at any point
in an orbit. The problem also contains a set of requests,
each consisting of the location to be observed, the type of
data desired, and a priority, corresponding to the scientific
utility of the data. Solving the EOS observation schedul-
ing problem consists of generating a sequence of observa-
tions to be acquired by each available imaging instrument
on each of a set of satellites, along with supporting ac-
tivities such as instrument slews, instrument shut-down to
handle thermal duty cycles, and transmissions of data back
to Earth to empty the SSR.

The Constraint Based Interval Planning (CBI) framework
(Smith et al., 2000), as implemented in the EUROPA plan-
ning system, was employed to solve the EOS observation
scheduling problem. A general description of the mod-
eling paradigm appears in (Frank et al., 2001). A CBI
model for the EOS domain contains a declarative descrip-
tion of satellite sensing instruments and resources for stor-
ing and transmitting data, as well as its orbital track. The
model also describes the constraints each observation plan
sequence must satisfy. These include requirements on the
instruments used to collect the data, including those asso-
ciated with the duty cycle for the instrument. The model
also characterizes duration and ordering constraints asso-
ciated with the data collecting, recording, and downlink-
ing tasks. In addition, SSR capacity, and constraints on

communications equipment such as satellite antennae and
ground stations must be satisfied. There may also be set-up
steps associated with particular operations, like establish-
ing a data link prior to downlink, or aiming an instrument
prior to data acquisition. These steps generate further tem-
poral and ordering constraints.

Figure 1 visually depicts how all of these aspects are com-
bined in a simple model. This model shows the interaction
of an instrument and an SSR. The instrument transitions
between ���	��
����
������������������������ ��!����
�� and "��!#���$��&%��!��� .
The SSR transitions between '���()�) ��*��
��+�,�����)-�����(�# and������� . The time required for ������
�����
���.���������� ��!�*��
����'���()�) ��*��
�� and �����!-�����(�# activities are constrained by
the parameters of those activities. In addition, "��!#���$��/%��)���
and '���(0�! ��*��
� activities must be simultaneous, and when-
ever a �����!-�����(�# occurs on the SSR the instrument must be������� .
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Figure 1: A simplified model showing the interaction of in-
strument and SSR attributes. Ovals represent the states per-
mitted for each attribute. Solid lines indicate possible state
transitions within an attribute, dashed lines indicate tempo-
ral constraints required between attributes, and boxes indi-
cate constraints on the parameters of certain state.

In the EUROPA planning approach, the world is described
in terms of a set of timelines, or state variables. The values
for a state variable are the possible actions or states of that
variable. Thus, the action values for an SSR timeline rep-
resent the actions of recording, playing back data, or idle.
The model also represents set-up events such as warm-
ing up an instrument, or slewing for antennae or pointable
sensing instruments. Figure 2 illustrates a small EUROPA
plan involving two satellites, and a TDRSS communication
satellite for downlinking data. The figure indicates that ev-
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Figure 2: A complete EUROPA plan with two EOSs and
one TDRSS. Each satellite has 3 attributes: the instrument,
SSR, and communication antenna. The TDRSS has two
attributes: the contact and transmitter.

ery "��!#���$��&%��!��� activity is synchronous with a '���()�! ��214365
activity on the associated SSR, where 3 is a parameter
standing for the amount of data added to storage. Similarly,
every �����)-�����(�#�14365 activity for a satellite is synchronous
with a ���)
�����(�� activity when TDRSS is in contact with
that satellite. Activities such as 7��&%8��
�� the antenna are
also shown.

In the course of the work reported here, a number of differ-
ent EOS scheduling models were developed, that differed
in the number and types of satellite state variables, and
their associated values, that were introduced. The most
detailed model contained, for each satellite, state variables
for multiple slewable imaging devices, SSR utilization, an-
tenna, and ground station availability. The detailed model
had the advantage of producing the most detailed plans,
but slowed down the planning process to the extent that
only relatively small problem sizes (less than 50 requests)
could be solved effectively. A simpler model was proposed
which contained state variables for only the imaging de-
vices. This model leverages the assumption that the pe-
riods when the satellite can communicate with Earth are
known before hand, and that the satellite is guaranteed to
use those periods to empty the SSR. In this model, SSR uti-
lization and duty cycle chceks were managed via special-
purpose code in the planner. This allows for the genera-
tion of solutions to problems with up to 150 requests over
a 10,000 second planning horizon in time on the order of
minutes. Future work will document the performance of
the planner in greater depth.

3 EOS OBSERVATION PLANNING

The size of a typical EOS observation scheduling problem,
expressed in terms of the potential number of activities that
need to be scheduled in order to solve it, renders solution
techniques based on complete search inapplicable. Even
single satellite instances of the problem such as the single
day Landsat 7 scheduling problem tend to be comprised
of of hundreds of candidate imaging activities, as well as
associated activities for storing and downlinking the data.
On the other hand, standard greedy heuristic approaches
that do not perform complete search often suffer from my-
poia due to the forced adherence to the advice provided
by the heuristic evaluator. This myopia often results in the
inability to find high quality schedules.

As a middle ground, we have chosen a planning algorithm
that combines heuristics, stochastic search and constraint
propagation. A sketch of the EOS planning algorithm ap-
pears in Figure 3. During the stochastic search phase, the
algorithm repeatedly selects an observation that still has
time windows available, then selects a time to schedule the
observation. This assignment is added to the plan, and con-
sequences of the newly scheduled observation are checked
for consistency with the existing schedule. The inferences
performed during this step include the following:� A check to ensure that the sensing instrument can be

slewed in time to capture the observation just sched-
uled, and the observation immediately following it.
The reason is that the new observation may require a
long instrument slew after the observation preceeding
it, or may require a long slew to the observation fol-
lowing it; if there is insufficient time for either slew,
the observation can’t be scheduled at the current time.� A check to ensure that instrument duty cycle con-
straints are not violated by the added observation. The
duty cycle limits the amount of time the instrument
may be continuously operating; if this duration is ex-
ceeded by inserting an observation at this time, then
the observation can’t be scheduled at the current time.� A check to ensure that the spacecraft SSR has ca-
pacity remaining in the interval between downlinks.
Since the times of downlink are known, and the space-
craft is assumed to empty the SSR at these times, the
exact storage can be computed; if inserting the obser-
vation at the current time would exceed the capacity,
then the observation can’t be scheduled at the current
time.� Support activities that must be assigned as the result
of the added observation are inserted into the plan,
and the effects of these additions are propagated.

The resulting inferences may lead to the detection of an in-
consistency, meaning that the scheduling of this particular
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Figure 3: A sketch of the HBSS algorithm modified for the
EOS Scheduling problem.

observation in this time slot is not possible and must be un-
done. If other times are available for the observation, the
process is repeated for these candidate slots; if there are no
slots left, the observation is rejected from the plan.

When it is not possible to schedule any more observations,
the planning process enters its second phase. The schedule
generated during the first phase is further refined to ensure
that all observations having subgoals (setup steps or other
preconditions) have been completely expanded. If this pro-
cess is successful, the resulting schedule is returned. The
process of choosing timeslots for observations and com-
pleting the resulting schedule can be repeated many times,
thereby randomly sampling from the space of possible sched-
ules.

What distinguishes the HBSS algorithm from ordinary greedy
search is the way in which observations and time slots are
selected. The HBSS algorithm employs a heuristic to rank
the possible alternatives. HBSS then chooses probabilisti-
cally from among the alternatives, weighted according to
their ranking or score. Thus, possibilities ranked highly by
the heuristic have higher probability of being selected, but
other lower ranked possibilities are sometimes selected.
This means that several alternatives with roughly the same
score will have roughly equal probability of being chosen.
Because of the stochastic character of the selection steps,
alternative schedules are likely to be explored with each
successive restart of the algorithm.

4 CONTENTION HEURISTICS

The success of greedy search method for observation schedul-
ing depends on the heuristic used for selecting the obser-
vation to schedule next, and selecting the time slot for the

observation. The heuristic evaluation function chosen for
the EOS scheduling problem is a weighted sum of two
measures of contention: contention for time slots and con-
tention for the SSR. In this section, we formally define
these two measures.

Let 9;:�<>=@?>A�B0C>DFE)G�</HJILK is the set of observations that could
occur at time I , and 9;M�M	E!?LC4N�G�DOC>DF=P<�HJQ0K is the set of discrete
opportunities for observation Q (noting that each discrete
opportunity is exactly long enough to accommodate the
observation.) The need of an observation can be defined
as: R =@=�STHJQ0K�U V ?4DOE!?>DOCXW�HJQ0KY 9;M�M	E!?LC4N�G�DOC>DF=P<PHJQ0K Y (1)

The contention for a particular time slot can then be de-
fined as:Z[ E0C/\]E)G�C>=PG�C>DFE)GTH^ILK]U _`/a)bdc@eJfhgjiLk>lJm n>oPeqpsr^t

R =@=�SuHvQ0K (2)

The contention for a particular observation can then be de-
fined as: Z[ E0C/\]E)G�C>=PG!C4DOE!GTHJQ0KwU (3)x DFGrqa)bdy@yzn4gjlJ{@oPm lJm fhevp|`Lt Z[ E0C/\]E)G�C>=PG!C4DOE!GuH^ILK
We take the minimum here because if there is a low-contention
opportunity to schedule an observation, this should not be
overshadowed by other higher contention opportunity. In
other words, adding another opportunity for an observa-
tion should never increase the contention measure for that
observation.

Measuring contention for a global resource like SSR ca-
pacity involves generalizing the above contention measure
to consider the amount of the resource needed by an obser-
vation, the resource capacity, and the interval of time un-
der consideration. Let }~=���N�DO?4=P<�HJQ�>�0K be the amount of re-
source � required by observation Q , and let \�B0M�B!�/DOCXW�HJ���L�XK
be the capacity of a resource � over a time interval � . Thus,
an SSR with a capacity of �0� has a \�B)M�B)�@DsCXWdH^���>�XK�U��0� .
If a playback of �)� units occurs within the interval � , then\�B)M�B)�@DsCXWdH^���>�XK+U��0� . We then generalize the above defini-
tions to be:R =@=�STHJQ�>�0K]U�}�=P��N�DF?>=�<@HJQ�>�0K V ?>DFE)?4DsCXW�HJQ0KY 9;M�M	E!?LC4N�G�DOC>DF=P<�HvQ0K Y (4)

Z�Z }�\]E)G�C>=PG!C4DOE!GuH^���>�XK+U
_`/a)bdc@eJfhgjiLk>lJm n>oPeqpO�Ot

R =@=�STHJQ0K
\�B0M	B)�/DOCXWdH^���>�hK (5)

Z�Z }�\]E!G!C4=@G�C>DFE)G8H^���>Q0K�U (6)x DFG�^a)bdyPyzn>gjlv{@o@m lJm fhe�pF`>t Z�Z }�\]E!G!C4=@G�C>DFE)G8H^���L�XK
Again, note that these measures change as activities are
scheduled. In particular, as activities that empty the SSR



are scheduled, \�B0M�B!�/DOCXWdH^���L�XK may increase, and as obser-
vations are scheduled, \�B0M	B)�/DOCXWdH^���>�hK may decrease.

Intuitively, these contention measures provide a more ac-
curate assessment of how hard it is to actually schedule an
observation. Using these measures, our variable ordering
heuristic is:

Schedule the observation of highest priority and
highest overall contention

where overall contention is a weighted sum of contention
measures for time slots and SSR capacity. We speculate
that employing this composite heuristic will obtain bet-
ter schedules than an approach that uses either component
heuristic taken alone. On the one hand, measuring time slot
contention will result in fewer observations being rejected
from a schedule, but may produce assignments that vio-
late SSR capacity restrictions; on the other hand, the SSR
contention heuristic will monitor SSR load, but in doing so
might ignore time slots with lower contention, thus possi-
bly rejecting observations that could have been scheduled.

Given an observation to schedule, we would prefer to put
it in the place where it will compete with the fewest other
observations. We can use the above contention measures
to define a value ordering heuristic:

Schedule an observation in the opportunity with
the least contention

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The best tradeoff between the timeslot contention and the
SSR contention is unknown. We have been experimenting
with differ weight assignments to each component mea-
sure in order to evaluate the relative importance of each in
generating high quality schedules. These results will be
published in future work.

This system described here has been proposed as part of
a distributed architecture for science observation manage-
ment that potentially includes an on-board component. The
on-board system could be effective in providing a more ac-
curate assessment of the utility of a scheduled observation,
based on inputs from assets like on-board sensors, com-
munication from other satellites, or real-time weather in-
formation. It could also allow for more reactivity to de-
graded capability of resources, whether consisting of loss
of ground station availability, an observing instrument, or
SSR deterioration. These inputs would be used for insert-
ing new observations into the schedule, or discarding low
priority stored data from previous observations. Future
work will report results gathered from this aspect of the
research.
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